You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NILFISK EXTREME. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the NILFISK EXTREME in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
guarantee and service Display symbols The dust bag is full and needs to be changed. Flashing indicator - early warning, the dust bag soon needs to be
changed. Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice. Do not use the machine without dust bag and filters properly fitted. This
machine is not intended for the suction of hazardous materials or gas, doing so may expose people to serious health risks. @@Do not pick up sharp objects
such as needles or pieces of glass. @@Use and store this machine indoors and in a dry environment, 0 °C to 60 °C. do not use the machine outdoors. Do not
handle the machine with wet hands. Turn off the machine before unplugging.
to unplug , grasp the plug , not by pulling on the cord. Do not carry or pull the machine by the cord. The machine must not be used if the cord shows any sign
of damage. Regularly inspect the cord for damage, in particular if it has been crushed, shut in a door or run over. do not use the machine if it appears faulty.
Have the machine inspected by an authorized service center if the machine has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors or has been exposed to water. @@All
repair must be carried out by an authorized service center. @@ use of unauthorized dust bags and filters will void the warranty. @@Do not leave children
with the machine without supervision. This appliance is not to be used by children or persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of
experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction.
Children must be supervised not to play with the appliance. If the supply cord cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid hazard. The equipment meets the requirements in EN 61000-3-11, and connection to the public mains is possible
following consultation with the power supplier. The equipment may only be connected to the mains with a network impedance that is below 0,43 ohm.
@@@@This may also affect or disrupt the operation of other equipment, e. @@@@ 2. @@ 3. Connect the tube and nozzle and twist until they engage with
a click. 4. The tube is telescopic and can be adjusted to your height.
@@To remove the hose connection from the suction inlet, turn counter-clockwise. Start Pull out the cord and plug the machine to a wall socket. eco , X100 ,
X110 X150 , X200 , X210 On/off button. Touch control, one half on/off, other half power level 1-2-3. On/off button on the machine and also remote control on
the bent tube with on/off button and power level 1-2-3-4-5. Models with touch control - X150, X200 and X210 Power can alter between three settings. current
setting is shown on the display. Models with remote control - X250, X300 Power can alter between five settings. Use of non original dust bags or non original
filters can cause restricted air flow which may lead to machine overload. @@@@@@@@Take out the filter holder with prefilter.
Fit the new prefilter and close the filter holder. Put the filter holder on the pin and push in place. 10. @@@@@@Fit the new active carbon filter. If the dust
bag is closed push the cardboard flap down to open it.
@@@@Open the lid on the machine underside with a coin or a screw driver. Put the lid back and close it with a coin or a screw driver.
@@@@@@@@Carefully remove the remote control unit with a small, flat tool. 2. Remove the old battery - replace with new type CR2032.
3. @@@@@@@@@@@@ restart 1. Turn off the machine and unplug from the wall socket. 2. @@Plug in the machine again and push start button. The
machine will not start until cool enough. If the machine does not start turn it off and unplug. try again in a while. WARNING When activating the automatic
cord rewind, care must be taken as the plug at the end of the cord can swing during the last part of the rewinding. It is recommended that you hold on to the
plug while rewinding.
The accessoriy lid is opened by pressing the release button downwards. the lid is closed by pushing at the centre of the button. The different models of these
vacuum cleaners can include different nozzles. Repair or service of electrical components as cord or motor, must only be carried out by an authorized service
center. If the machine does not start See to that the plug is correctly fitted to the wall socket. A fuse in the building may have blown and needs to be changed.
@@@@@@@@@@@@Order original accessories from a local dealer. Recycling and scrapping Recycle the wrapping and scrap the machine according
to recommendations from the local authorities. Cut the cord as short as possible to avoid that someone gets injured on the scrapped machine. Responsibility
Nilfisk disclaim all responsibility for all damage caused by incorrect use or modification of the machine.
Com Guarantee The warranty can vary between different countries. This Nilfisk Extreme Series vacuum cleaner is covered by a five (5) year guarantee on the
machine, which covers the motor, cable rewinder, switch and casing. The nozzles, filters, hoses, tubes and other accessories are covered twelve months due to
manufacturing fault only and excludes wear and tear. The guarantee includes spare parts and labour costs, and covers manufacturing and material defects
that may occur during normal domestic use. @@@@@@@@Should not be used for home renovations.
Nor will it cover incorrect or poor configuration, i. e. @@If the identity number is removed from the vacuum cleaner. Building contractors, cleaning
contractors, professional trades or any other non-domestic usage. 1 Pulsante on/off 2 Indicatore sacchetto raccoglipolvere, meccanico 3 Pulsante on/off,
touch control 4 Indicatore sacchetto raccoglipolvere, elettronico 5 Indicatore livello potenza 6 Indicatore filtro HEPA 7 Livello potenza 1-2-3, touch control
8 Pulsante on/off 9 Indicatore sacchetto raccoglipolvere, elettronico 10 Indicatore livello potenza 11 Indicatore filtro HEPA 12 Pulsante on/off e livello
potenza 1-2-3-4-5, telecomando 13 Regolatore 14 Staffa di parcheggio 15 Avvolgicavo 16 Pulsante di apertura/chiusura, sportello accessori 17 Filtro al
carbone attivo 18 Prefiltro 19 Sacchetto raccoglipolvere 20 Pulsante di apertura/chiusura, contenitore polvere 21 Presa per bocchetta elettrica 22 Staffa di
parcheggio 23 Targhetta dati nominali 24 Filtro HEPA 25 Bocchetta per fessure 26 Bocchetta per tappezzeria 27 Bocchetta a spazzola 28 Spazzola per
pavimenti duri (non presente su tutti i modelli) 29 Spazzola combinata 30 Turbo-spazzola (non presente su tutti i modelli) 31 Spazzola elettrica (opzionale)
Het deksel wordt gesloten door op het centrum van de knoop te duwen De meegeleverde soorten mondstukken kunnen van model tot model verschillen.
Vid åtgärdande av fel och brister skall köparen på egen bekostnad och på egen risk leverera dammsugaren till den återförsäljare där dammsugaren är köpt
eller direkt till Nilfisk-Advance AB. Efter åtgärdande av fel bekostar Nilfisk-Advance AB på .
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